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Great performances start with a solid foundation.
Great performances start with a solid foundation. Since 1984 theater and performing arts
professionals have turned to StageRight for creative solutions to their staging and riser
needs. Our sturdy and durable materials, and ability to meet the design intent of your
space makes StageRight a solid addition to any project. Our commitment goes beyond
just delivering products to the jobsite. StageRight partners with both the designers and
end users to help create a solution that is both aesthetically pleasing and functional.
Let us know how we can help you solve the challenges of the ever changing theater
environment. Please contact us for design consultation, budgeting and specifications.
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One deck. Many uses.
The multi-purpose StageRight Deck can save you time and
money because it is interchangeable with various StageRight
support systems. Different configurations are shown below,
including a flat stage, show-choir riser and drum riser. 

Decks so rigid that performers think they are on a permanent floor. They are remarkably quiet too! StageRight’s
honeycomb core absorbs resonance to reduce the “drumhead” effect that can detract from a performance. Lightweight
construction means added safety during set-up. The decks are reversible, giving you a choice for each event and doubling
their wear life. The decks are interchangeable on various StageRight support systems, allowing you to stage nearly any
type of indoor event.

E VE NT ST AGE

AUDIE NCE RISE R

DRUM RISE R

polytrac ™
PolyTrac™ is a black, durable ABS surface. It is ideal for .
use in school, hospitality and public event staging.

techstage ™
Techstage™ is a fiberglass sheeting with a black, textured
surface. It offers excellent wear life and is impact resistant. 
Techstage can be used for heavier usage such as concert
staging or dance performances.

carpet
Commercial-grade, anti-fray, polyolefin carpet looks better
longer. 
Standard Colors
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Slippery Rock

Polar Express

Manhattan Sky

Scotch Pine

Mayflower

Coffee Frost		

Capitol Red

Plumberry

Tradewind

Ground Pepper

Chestnut Bark

Bramble

StageRight Decks

SOLID

EASY SETUP

A) Honeycomb core
StageRight decks are easier to handle
thanks to their lighter weight (compared
with a solid-core platform of comparable
strength). Free of undesirable resonance
and the “drum-head” of foot noise.

SAFE

C) Aluminum edging
Save time by quickly attaching
accessories such as skirting,
chairstops and hardclosure panels. 
Reduce maintenance costs as the
tough, aircraft-alloy composition and
anodized finish resist damage.

B) Reversible
Choose from two performance surfaces to
best suit your event. Reduce maintenance
costs by effectively doubling the wear life
of the deck.

D) Molded corners
Maintain decks in top condition thanks
to the impact resistance of molded
polycarbonate corners. Smooth corners
eliminate sharp metal edges.

A

B

Transportation carts
Easily transport your decks with
the StageRight Transportation
Cart. More information on page 23.

StageRight decks are interchangeable and may be used with several StageRight support systems.

C

D

“Drum-head” noise is reduced with StageRight's honeycomb core deck interior.

Single-sided deck

StageRight deck

 see pages 22-23 for accessories.
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telematic

100

For dependable deployment and pinpoint laser-guided
accuracy the StageRight Telematic 100 Telescopic Audience Seating System is the new
generation in telescopic seating risers that combines an unmatched level of deployment reliability,
accuracy, and permanent feel. By combining the revolutionary laser-guided intelligence system
with a dual belt drive system, the risers will deploy reliably with pin point accuracy every time. 
The composite deck provides a solid feeling, rigid and quiet walking surface to give your patrons
the sense that they are on a permanent riser yet allows you to keep your space flexible. The
StageRight Telematic 100 can be configured to meet the requirement of any new or existing
facility. In addition to other features, these risers offer an open deck design to accept beam, nose6
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mounted or portable chairs from multiple manufacturers.

Audience Seating

For dependable deployment and pinpoint laser-guided accuracy
Dependable deployment
Industrial-grade components and
precision steering system ensure
product performs perfectly, time
after time. 

Deployed

Safe, sturdy, and quiet
Composite core decks provide a stable walking environment for safe
egress for your patrons. Rock solid, quiet deck gives patrons the feeling
they are on a permanent riser with no distractions from the performance. 
No seating restrictions
Open deck design accepts beam and
nose mounted chairs, along with
folding chairs, from multiple
manufacturers — giving you the
freedom to choose the best
seat for your patrons.

Dual drive belts
Twin industrial grade drive belts, powered independently, drive
and steer the system for accurate deployment.

Stored

Integral lighting
Proper lighting is critical in
any theater solution. Our
stairway lights illuminate
each tread with a soft
glow, yet are shielded to
prevent distracting spill into
the eyes of performers or
patrons.

Fit & finish
Customize the look and feel of your Telematic 100 riser to match your
theater needs. Choose a custom carpet color for you riser deck, as well as
the color of the understructure to fit your needs.
Choose from a large variety of
powder coat finish options for the
understructure.

Choose from
any of our 12
standard carpet
swatches or
choose your own
custom carpet.

Aluminum skin
Vinyl skin
Inner steel beam
High-performance
lightweight core
Solid extrusion frame
Composite deck construction
Provides the rock solid feel of a permanent structure. Slip resistant
vinyl surface provides a comfortable and safe walking surface.

Precision steering
The laser-guided system ensures
accurate operation of the unit to the
same spot every time. This will speed
changeover time and reduce labor costs
as additional staff is not needed to
adjust the risers.
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black box seating riser
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Don't be left in the dark when it comes to audience seating for
black box theater venues. We have a variety of solutions for every type of budget. 
Audiences will appreciate the StageRight deck because it feels more solid under their feet and
the composite structure of the deck reduces distracting noise. The modular system of decks with
supports gives you the freedom to arrange different seating configurations.
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Audience Seating

StageRight thinks inside
the black box
Flexible configuration
Utilize the same components to create multiple layouts and configure seating to best suit each event. Add a
finished look and safety for your audience with easy to attach guardrails, chairstops, hardclosure panels, and
skirting.

LED aisle lighting

Ensure the safety for your
patrons with optional LED
stairway lighting available.

Simple set-up
Decks bridge between supports both front-to-back
and side-to-side, allowing fewer supports for set-up
and tear down. Greatly reduce leveling time as
fewer elements contact the floor and the easy to
use screw feet allow you to compensate for uneven
floors. 

Minimal storage
Expanded bridging capability reduces the number
of required supports. Decks are demountable and
supports fold together to store compactly and
efficiently.

Decks are so rigid that patrons
think they are on a permanent floor.
They are remarkably quiet too!
Lightweight construction means easy
set-up. The decks are reversible,
giving you a choice for each event
and doubling their wear life. The
decks are interchangeable on various
StageRight support systems, allowing
you to stage nearly any type of
indoor event.

Single-sided deck

StageRight deck

“Drum-head” noise is reduced with StageRight's honeycomb core deck interior.
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concert shell

The Opus II Concert Shell creates a beautiful, acoustical performance space .
wherever you need it. Choose from over 200 colors and wood grains to create a beautiful concert
hall appearance, that is enhanced by our fastener-free surface and minimal joints. Our revolutionary
construction and patented tower transport make setup fast and safe. 
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Acoustic Products

Bring the elegance of a concert hall to your
multi-purpose stage.
Acoustical reflector panels
Maximize sound reflection with bowed,
structurally-laminated, stress-skin .
sandwich panel. 
Choose wood veneer, laminate or painted finish. 
Please call for more information on available
finishes.

Create a beautiful space
Wherever you need it with The Opus II
Concert Shell. Choose from over 200 colors
and wood grains to create a beautiful
concert hall appearance, one that is
enhanced by our fastener-free surface
and minimal joints. Our revolutionary
construction and patented tower
transport make setup fast and safe.

       Cross-section  .
    view of acoustical
reflector panel.

Efficient storage
Save storage space with A-shaped bases .
that nest compactly. Self-locking wing .
braces hold wings securely in locked .
position.

Smart mover™ transport
Move and position towers safely
because their weight is evenly
distributed. Setup time can be
minimized because orbital casters
facilitate movement in any direction.

Finished edge options
This optional edging will seal the light gaps around each
sound shell. Available in black, or matching wood grain, this
finish edging also gives consistent seams between towers for
an even more permanent feel.

Acoustic ceilings
Flyable ceiling options are available
with the Opus II product that will
complete your performance space. 
Several lighting conditions and
options available.

Due to the custom nature of the Opus II Concert Shells, please contact a sales representative at 800-438-4499 to discuss your facility’s needs, and to
receive design assistance, specifications and pricing.
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sonata sound shell

Our next generation acoustic shell

Smaller modular shells allows more
flexibility in configuring your stage.

Introducing our new space saving, flexible Sonata acoustic shell.
Engineered to be simple to operate and easy to store, our .
Sonata shell is built with safety in mind. Get a full stage .

3-panel setup

acoustic shell in an affordable and flexible package. .
Combine with the Opus II overhead ceiling system for .
8-panel setup

a complete acoustic shell treatment. 

Acoustical reflector panels
1-5/8" thick laminated sandwich panel maximizes sound
reflection for musicians and audiences alike. An aluminum
extruded frame coupled with a dense backing increases
reflection of lower frequency sounds.

Efficient storage
Save storage space with shell bases
that nest compactly. The bottom
filler panel is removable to allow
compact nesting of towers in
storage position.

Safe and sturdy
A fully counter balanced base with four locking
castors delivers a solid and stable foundation for
operation. Spring assist hinges provide for safe deployment and storage
with minimal effort. 

Folds down easily for transport
from stage to storage room.

Finished edge options
This optional edging will seal the light gaps around each sound shell. 
Available in black, or matching wood grain, this finish edging also gives
consistent seams between towers for an even more permanent feel. 

Create a beautiful space...
...wherever you need it with the Sonata Acoustic
Concert Shell. Choose from over 200 colors and
wood grains to create a beautiful concert hall
appearance, that is enhanced by our fastenerfree surface and minimal joints.
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Acoustic Products
alla breve sound shell

Enhanced sound and
easy setup make this
shell a top performer.
“Alla Breve,” meaning “cut time,” is exactly what this selfstanding, portable music shell does during setup. This easy-to-handle shell
can be rolled into any room and be quickly set up to enhance sound. In fact,
only one person is required to set it up. The panels glide easily into position
with minimal 15-pound lift effort. Durable, laminated panels reflect a maximum
range of audible frequencies. Performers and audiences will love the mix and
projection of sound enhanced by the Alla Breve Music Shell.

➔  Top panel glides into position with the aid of gas springs. Push the handle
bar down until the tower reaches the desired height.

Sample configurations
With angled canopy you get
the best sound reflection for
orchestras, bands and large
ensembles. 
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versatile performance stages
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Versatile Performance Stages

Temporary staging
Take your production from the practice room to a large multi-purpose room.

Music staging
No matter the instrument or performance need.

StageRight staging allows you
to create a performance space anywhere. 
For all your performance needs depend
on StageRight. As adaptable to use as it is
durable, StageRight versatile performance
staging accommodates your diverse needs.

Special shapes
Special needs calls for special shapes. Call a sales rep for more information.

Outdoor
Take your production on the road with staging ready for any outdoor conditions.
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stage extensions

StageRight decks
Our stage extensions utilize our
standard StageRight deck. Your
performers will feel like they are on
permanent staging with this solid
and quiet foundation. 

ME-1000 supports
Built on the ME-1000 product line, our understructure is a
proven, rock solid foundation for your extension decks. Bridge
our decks between supports to save both material and setup
time.

Customized to your theater
StageRight stage extensions are custom built for your stage
meaning we can easily accommodate unique layouts. Our
stages can easily work around radius stages, stairs, and
permanent seating, or create thrust layouts that bring your
performance even closer to the center of your audience.

ME-1000 supports shown

Bring your performance right to your audience. StageRight's
system of stage extensions will increase your stage space to host more elaborate productions
with larger casts. 

Due to the custom nature of stage extensions,
please contact a sales representative at
800-438-4499 to discuss your facilities needs
and to receive design assistance, specifications
and pricing.
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Versatile Performance Stages
orchestra pit filler

Sound performance
The sound absorbing qualities of our honeycomb
decks make the perfect fit to your performance area.
Custom choices
We can craft the shape to fit your existing space for
a custom fit.

Adaptability
As adaptable to use as it is
durable, our components
can accommodate your
diverse needs.
Let our design team create
for you a single set of
decks, along with a flexible
set of legs that can be
utilized at the pit, audience,
and stage levels.

Stage level

Audience level

Pit level

I-Beam supports shown

Utilize your entire stage space with the StageRight Orchestra Pit Filler

Due to the custom nature of orchestra

System. Create a safe performance area that has the same permanent feel and look as your

pit fillers, please contact a sales representative

existing stage. Multiple height options allow you to set your seating configuration closer to the

at 800-438-4499 to discuss your facilities

stage to enhance the patron experience and increase seating capacity. Our optional clear span

needs and to receive design assistance,
specifications and pricing.

system allows you to use the space below even when the pit filler is in place.
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FOLD & ROLL RISER
Save setup time and increase safety with the Fold & Roll Riser. No tools, transport dollies, or extra
hands are needed. Just roll it to the event location and unfold. While the Fold & Roll Risers are in the transport
position, the low profile provides better visibility over the top, and its low center of gravity helps prevent tipping. 
The cantilever folding mechanism aids in lifting, so very little effort is actually needed, minimizing the risk of back
strain.
Fold & roll frame
Save time — all parts are mounted to the frame (no
tools, assembly or transport dollies are needed). 
Reduce labor costs by using just one person to set up
for your event. 

Cantilever folding mechanism
Reduce the risk of back strain
because the counterbalance aids
in lifting. Hinge location allows
for lower unit height and center
of gravity. Transporting while
in the storage position provides
improved visibility and safety.

Solid construction
Satisfy users and guests with
a stable and wobble-free
platform that allows more
weight than on typical risers
made with angle iron frames. 
Safely maneuver the riser
— two fixed and two swivel casters provide positive
directional control. 
Positive lock
Roll and store the riser without the risk of unexpected
unfolding. Safely perform on riser without risk of
unexpected deck separation. Save time because riser
automatically locks in both performance and transport
positions.

ME-1000 SUPPORT SYSTEM
Solid, yet simple. The ME-1000 Stage Support System is the original “bridging deck” performance stage,
which uses fewer supports. This allows you to slash setup and leveling time, while giving your users a sturdy,
rock-solid portable performance platform. Each column of this portable stage understructure supports up to
four adjoining decks. The tapered locator nodes at the top of each column align the decks during assembly and
automatically connect stage sections without extra parts or tools. Its compact storage size saves room, and its
modular design gives you the flexibility to configure your staging in various sizes and shapes.
Retractable locator assembly
StageRight decks automatically align
when the stage sections connect
together using the conical locator nodes.

Bridging
Save time with fewer supports to set up and tear down. 
StageRight Decks bridge both front-to-back and sideto-side. 
.

Adjustable screw feet
Compensate for uneven floors with 5" of easy, fineadjustment leveling. Protect floor surfaces with suregrip 2 7/8" diameter urethane pads.

Quick-set height selector
Select stage heights in 2" increments. Ensure maximum
security using the large, height adjustment pin.

18
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Versatile Performance Stages
Z-SYSTEM SUPPORTS
A solid, reliable platform, year after year, performance after performance, the Z-System
promises extraordinary versatility. Easily configured — seating, choral, show-choir, head table, band risers,
speaker platforms, or theatre stages — everything uses the same decks and Z-supports. No tools are necessary
as you unfold the support to form a “Z”, and place a deck on top. The platform will never sway or creak with the
Z-System’s innovative bracing system.
Simple setup
Setup simply involves unfolding the support and
placing a deck on it. Tapered locator nodes save setup
time because decks secure and align quickly and
without tools or clamps.
One-piece folding support
Stable, wobble-free platform because horizontal and
diagonal bracing eliminates sway and creak. Saves
storage space because support folds compactly.

Variable height legs
On the variable height models, height can be adjusted
in increments of 2" without tools. Spacer buttons on
the telescopic legs eliminate metal-to-metal contact.
Adjustable screw feet
Durable, 3/8" Acmethread levelers with suregrip nylon pads resist
damage of floor surfaces. 

Arrange in different layouts to best suit diverse events. Save money and storage space by
eliminating the need for separate riser systems for different types of events.

Z-800HD SYSTEM SUPPORTS
A stage for all seasons. Any place can be a performance space with StageRight Z-800HD staging. Setup
is quick and easy because decks bridge between supports, meaning you have fewer supports to set up and level. 
Its compact storage size saves room, and its modular design gives you the flexibility to configure your staging in
various sizes and shapes.
Solid
Decks bridge between supports
both front-to-back and sideto-side, saving setup time
(compared to a system with a
support under every platform). 
Minimize your initial investment
and storage space as fewer supports
are required.

One-piece folding support
Reduce labor costs with fast, tool-less setup. Save
storage space because support folds compactly.
Variable heights and
adjustable screw feet
Without tools, height can
be changed in increments
of 2” with adjustable
screw feet.

     Z-800HD decks bridge frontto-back and side-to-side.

Locator nodes on locator plates
Decks automatically set, align and lock together
without separate clamps or tools. Enjoy a quiet
performance surface as the snug fit eliminates rattle
common in old-style risers.
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FR-36 CHORAL RISER

Versatile 18" treads
Choose either straight or semicircular .
configuration for your performance.
Secure, locking casters
Locking casters stay in place without movement to ensure a
stable, wobble-free riser.
Optional fourth level
An optional fourth level can be added
by simply removing the rail, inserting
the tread, and replacing the rail.

When portability and ease of use are top priorities, the Fold
& Roll design of this unique choral riser is the perfect choice. With the same high quality
construction of our larger, more permanent components, you’ll give up nothing while gaining
the advantage of a simple, one-person setup. The secure, locking casters and built-in tubular

Setup couldn’t be easier. Just unfold it and the FR-36 Choral
Riser locks into place.

steel back rail provide performers with safety and stability. The optional fourth level allows
more performers in limited space.
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VIDEO CLIPS AND MORE
ONLINE AT WWW.STAGERIGHT.COM/FR36

Choral Risers
solid choral risers

During everyday practices, your choir members think this is a solid, built-in riser. Yet, the
MR-3 Seated Choral Risers can be moved easily to the stage or multipurpose room for concerts, where you’ll enjoy the same stability
and sound projection with excellent audience appeal. Save time during changeovers with single-piece supports that not only align and
interconnect 3 levels, but also connect StageRight decks that bridge to the next support.
One-piece, 3-level understructure
Three levels are pre-aligned and connected,
saving time during set-up. Perform with
confidence on stable, wobble-free platforms.
Hardclosure panels
Hardclosure panels act as chairstops and easily snap into place without the
use of tools. More information on page 22.
Bridging
Decks bridge between one-piece
understructures and automatically align
and lock together side-to-side and front-toback on locator nodes. No separate clips,
clamps or tools are required to lock units
together which saves time and makes set-up
extremely easy.

alla breve choral riser

Use in a practice room as well as on tour. You’ll enjoy excellent sightlines and audio projection without
annoying wobbling and creaking. No matter the location of your concert, our tripodal understructures, interlocking sections
and two-inch thick treads solidify and stabilize the riser. The rigid treads, made of plywood laminated to a resonance-absorbing
honeycomb core, help performers feel like they are on a permanent platform. The compact transport holds three complete fourlevel sections (including rails) for easy handling. The simple assembly and lightweight parts, allow anyone to set up the Alla Breve
riser.
Light-weight
Just one person can handle the set-up and
transport of riser parts. Save on your initial
investment in risers by using the same riser
in the practice room, on stage and on tour.
Stable
Feels like a permanent platform because of the tripod
understructures, interlocking sections, and two-inch thick
treads.

➔

With no part weighing more than 33 pounds,
one person can easily set up the entire riser.

Tumble protection
Safety rails reduce the risk of injury and accidental tumbles
from the sides or back.

Honeycomb-core treads
Handle the tread easily because of its lighter weight
(compared with a solid-core tread of comparable strength). 
Enjoy a performance free of undesirable resonance and the
“drumhead” effect of foot noise, compared with a frame and
plywood tread.
Compact
Move three complete sections with one
Transportation Cart. Transport fits
through standard doorways allowing you
to set up your riser in any room.
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accessories

INTEGRAL LIGHTING
Proper lighting is critical in any theater solution. We provide custom
options for safety and egress lighting that offer the same benefits as built
in solutions.
Our stairway lights illuminate each tread with a soft glow, yet are shielded
to prevent distracting spill into the eyes of performers or patrons.

HARDCLOSURE PANELS
Our hardclosure panels act as a trash guard and chairstop to finish the look
of your riser. They quickly snap into place in our deck aluminum edging
channel without the use of tools for easy installation. The panels shown
here are constructed of 5⁄8" plywood, with laminated-poly wear surface
for strength and durability

➔
➔

SKIRTING AND BACKDROPS
Our non-combustible skirting and
drapery is made of easy-care 100%
PolyTwill or polyester velvet, and is
available in several colors. The skirting
has clips that snap into the
edge of StageRight Decks for
a more finished look. Velcro
strips on the reverse side of the
adjustable-height skirting allow
you to adjust the height to fit
your stage.

Black

White

Pewter

Cashmere

Mink

Gold

Copper		

Rouge

Lipstick

Cranberry

Iris

Navy

Royal

Hunter

Mounted on casters, our portable backdrop can be rolled quickly into place behind your
stage, riser or other space. The frame telescopes for easy setup and compact storage. 
A sturdy steel frame supports our flame-retardant, velvet drapery. Sizes range from 6'
wide by 10' high, to 8' wide and 12' high.
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Brackets attached to the back of the
hardclosure panels simply slide into the
grooves of your StageRight Decks.

Accessories

GUARDRAILS

STAIRS

Prevent accidental falls with our sturdy guardrails,
designed for all StageRight risers and staging. Made
of tubular steel, each section is 42" high and has a
lower bar that serves as a chairstop. The guardrail
attaches quickly and easily to your riser or deck,
without requiring any tools. Grippers firmly hold the
guardrail in place for a safe and secure performing
area.

We offer a variety of stairs that are designed to work with StageRight decks and supports. Stairs firmly attach to
the edge of our honeycomb decks and easily adjust for a range of stage heights. The stairs do not require tools to
attach.
Basic stairs

Folding adjustable stairs

Tilt & tote stairs

Many rail sizes and styles available.

Casters make transportation
easy, but won’t engage the
floor while the stairs are in use.

CHAIRSTOPS
You no longer need to worry about injury or
disruption resulting from chairs or tables slipping
off your risers or staging during your events. 
StageRight chairstops help keep furniture
securely in place. These chairstops attach with
quick-lock mounting brackets — locking firmly and
inconspicuously on the edge of our StageRight
Decks.

BOX TREAD STAIRS
Make your portable stage look less temporary with
hand-crafted box tread stairs. We offer a variety of
finishes to complement your interior and match your
stage surface. 

TRANSPORTATION/STORAGE CARTS

ADA RAMP

Convenience and portability are a trademark of StageRight products. That’s why we offer transportation carts
that can be used for almost any one of our products. Rugged casters do not leave marks, helping you save on
maintenance. Two swivel and two fixed casters provide positive directional control, making it easy to steer the
cart.

ADA-approved, these ramps are easy to set up .
and offer versatile configuration options, with access
heights from 8" to 72". Secure guardrails provide
safety and assistance. The StageRight
Decks on our ramp systems are reversible
to a black, safety-tread, surface. The
system is easy to install with no single
component weighing .
more than 100 pounds.
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495 PIONEER PARKWAY | CLARE, MICHIGAN 48617
800.438.4499 | PHONE 989.386.7393 | FAX 989.386.3500
WWW.STAGERIGHT.COM

StageRight Commitment. Our goal is to provide the very best in customer service and to assure your ultimate satisfaction for the life of our products. Our products .
are designed with two goals in mind: to make your performers and events look and sound better; and to help you save labor costs on changeovers and setups. Our design staff will .
take the time to listen to our customer needs and design products that not only meet, but exceed their expectations. StageRight is proud to continue our tradition of being family .
owned and American made.
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